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Lattice midsole with flexible outer membrane to prevent 
particle infiltration 
 
This disclosure relates to the field of 3D printed lattice structures, especially 3D printed midsoles for 
footwear. Lattice structures have the ability to replace foams in many applications, but their open cavities 
can create issues stemming from foreign particles becoming lodged in the structure.  
The approach described is a way to take advantage of the flexibility of additive manufacturing to create 
lattice structure part while simultaneously preventing particle infiltration into the lattice. This is done by 
adding a flexible membrane to the lattice design, covering any area that will be visible during use and 
printed with the lattice structure as a single component.  
This membrane can be left unattached at the top or the bottom, allowing flor easier removal of excess 
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The membrane can be thin walled and curved outwards. That allows it to have minimal impact on the feel 
and performance of the midsole, as it can be compressed with very little force. It also bends away from 
the lattice midsole, meaning there is no collision between the membrane and the lattice.  
Because of the flexibility of additive manufacturing, it is possible to add geometry to the membrane to 
make it more compliant where needed. This can be used in highly curved surfaces, such as a heel, where 





Geometry such as the indents shown above allow the membrane to easily expand outwards as it is 
compressed, while maintaining the seal.  
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